
EAA 983  POKER RUN 
 

1. Pilot and any number of Passengers can participate and play multiple 
hands.  

2. The event takes place on Saturday, October 10, 2020 beginning at 
1030. The cards will only be available that day at each airport 

3. To participate in the poker run you must be a registered pilot / passenger. 
You can and are encouraged to pre-register for the poker run. You may 
also register the morning of the event UNTIL CARDS RUN OUT,  

4. To preregister: 
o Send an email to Buhwana@charter.net  or Text 817-279-3080 
o In the registration email include the following: 

§ Your name 
§ Your Email address 
§ Your telephone number 
§ If you are a pilot or passenger 
§ How many hands you and any passengers will be playing 
§ If you are a pilot, what airplane (Type, and N number) you will 

be using 
§ If you are a passenger which airplane you will be flying in 

o Once registered you will receive a confirmation from the Pit 
Boss  Buhwana@charter.net 

5. The starting location is 0TX1. The start day/time is Saturday, October 
10,  no earlier than 1030 but you can start anytime later as long as you 
plan to finish no later than 1400. The entire route is less than 55 miles 
so plan to be back to 0TX1 by 1400.  

6. The entrance fee is $25 per hand for five cards, CASH only. No CC 
cards, Checks or Bitcoins! Exact change is preferred and is payable prior 
to start. You may purchase multiple hands but don’t mix the hands up. 
Each hand must have one of each specially marked card. Remember 
the cards are marked and you could be disqualified!!  

7. This is not a race. Your time between airports does not matter. Your 
primary concern should be safety and the exercise of good judgement 
and airmanship. 



 

8. After departing 0TX1 you can procced to the following airports in any 
order; KCPT, KGDJ, 50F. When landing at an out airport you will pick up 
one card per hand in a sealed envelope.  DO NOT OPEN THE 
ENVELOPES UNTIL LANDING AT 0TX1 OR YOU WILL BE 
DISQUALIFIED.  

9. When you land back at 0TX1 the envelopes will be Opened, ONLY by or 
under the supervision of the Pit Boss!    

10. Anyone arriving back at 0TX1 past 1400 will not be able to play a 
hand. NO EXCEPTIONS, so plan your Time/fuel accordingly 

11. The prize for the best 5 card hand, will win 50% of the pot.  NO 
WAGERING, SLAPPING OR HAIR PULLING!  

12. You need not be present at the awards ceremony to win, which will begin 
no later than 1415 pm at 0TX1, as long as we have your telephone 
number or address, otherwise the Pit Boss gets dinner money. The other 
half of the proceeds will benefit EAA Chapter 983. 

13. In the unlikely event of winning hands being a tie, each player involved in 
the tie will draw a card and the highest card breaks the tie. 

The event will be held – weather permitting. Stay tuned for weather and if you 
have any questions call or text 817-279-3080. IT’S GAME ON! 

Fly heads up – eyes open – safely and have some fun. Do not follow the 
Magenta line! 

Most importantly! 0TX1 and Chapter 983 are hosting this event but 
assume no liability for the safe operation of your aircraft and your flight. 
As PIC of your aircraft, you assume full responsibility. You should check 
all NOTAM’s, TFR’s, weather, and ensure that your aircraft is in airworthy 
condition. As a passenger, it is your responsibility to ensure that the 
person that you are flying with is competent to operate the aircraft. If you 
are unsure, do not fly with them. You must make this decision for 
yourself. The decision to stop your engine at each stop or have someone 
jump out of the airplane to get the card is your decision as the PIC. Make 
sure they are briefed NOT TO RUN towards the propeller. (The lawyers 
made me say this!) 



 
 

 
 


